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DISCLAIMER 
By reading this book, you acknowledge that you are responsible for your own health decisions. 
Do not take anything from any book, including this one, and try it without proper research and 
medical supervision. It is not a substitute for medical treatment by a professional healthcare 
provider. If you have a medical problem or need medical advice, please see your doctor. 

It is your responsibility to evaluate your own medical and physical condition, or that of your 
clients, and to independently determine whether to perform, use or adapt any of the information or 
content in this book. By voluntarily undertaking any exercise displayed in this book, you assume 
the risk of any resulting injury. 

Any statements or claims about the possible health benefits conferred by any foods or supplements 
have not been evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration (FDA) and are not intended to 
diagnose, treat, prevent or cure any disease. 

The advice and strategies contained herein may not be suitable for your situation. You should 
consult with a professional when appropriate. Neither the publisher nor the author shall be liable 
for any loss of profit or any other commercial damages, including but not limited to special, 
incidental, consequential, personal, or other damages. The author and publisher disclaim any 
liability in connection with the use of this information. 
  



TESTIMONIALS 

Here’s what just a selection of the clients, friends and other people who’ve used the techniques 
I’ve recommended in this book have said about their experiences… 

“Stasha… I love your business. So awesome for women to have this information and validation 
that bleeding is an ally.”  

~ Laurie Allen 

“I’ve shifted my mindset from dreading my period and not eating for it at all (and having 
horrendous periods because of it) to prepping for each cycle phase accordingly and welcoming 
my period this week. Lots of tea, light walks, gentle yoga and cleansing for me this week!” 

~ Sarah Virginia Mullner 

“I joined to learn what foods would support my cycle and what foods to avoid to lessen PMS and 
period pain. And winning... that’s what I got thanks to you!” 

~ Heidi Anderson 

“I had very heavy, painful periods lasting from 7-10 days with extreme PMS lasting a week. Over 
time, it got worse to the point my periods were lasting more than two weeks with week-long PMS. 
That means I almost had no good weeks left every month, and was considering a hysterectomy!  

After working with Stasha, my PMS symptoms improved and my heavy periods and cramping 
eased up. My last period was only four days, with a light flow, no cramping and no PMS! It feels 
like a miracle.  

Not only that but my infertility problems from my hormone imbalance were resolved. To my 
surprise, I became pregnant at 40 with my daughter, 17 years after having my son! Stasha helped 
me get my quality of life back and fulfilled my lifelong dream of having a second child. I’m forever 
grateful.” 

~ Kadee Taylor  

“You changed my life with one podcast. The period information you gave was the most vital I’ve 
ever received – and I’m a self-proclaimed information/podcast junkie! Thank you! Thank you from 
the bottom of my heart!” 

~ Kiangsi Yee 

“Your five-day challenge a while back about how to plan my month in line with my cycle has 
literally changed how I get stuff done! No more getting frustrated because things just aren’t 
working, no more planning to do stuff and then not doing it because I don’t feel it.  

Thank you so much for sharing your wisdom with us!” 
~ Laura Dick 

“This amazing lady knows her stuff! Thanks to her, I’ve made so many life improvements, lost 
excess weight (and am still doing so), work ‘better, not harder’ at my job, sleep better and so much 
more!  

And everything I’m doing is sustainable and doesn’t take a commercial product. It comes from 
being supported by other women and supporting them as well. I know several ladies who are 
running their businesses, and this is a great opportunity.” 



~ Alana Nosar 

“When I was trying to get pregnant again, it only took one proper cycle. After my first period post 
Valentine’s birth, I had such a good handle on my own fertility signs (thanks to you and your 
wisdom) that I was able to conceive my sweet Baby Jane immediately.  

Knowing our bodies gives us so much control back over our own lives! Thank you for what 
you do.” 

~ Tabitha Durham 

“I’ve found a balanced state of alignment. I’ve drunk Stasha’s wisdom in as I fed my desire to 
understand not just how my menstrual cycle affects my daily life, but also my relationship with my 
body. As a woman, I NEEDED this information!” 

~ Jo Wignall 

“I used an app to track my cycle, but I’ve gained a much deeper understanding and appreciation 
with Stasha’s mandala process, using her Enter The Red Circle workbook.  

I can relate so much more of my moods, emotions and energy levels to my cycle, and I’m 
noticing the patterns specific to me. Plus I can relate the cycles of the seasons and moon to my 
body and its messages to me.” 

~ Erika Bauer 
  



This book is dedicated to every one of us who wished we’d learned this sooner. 
  



PREFACE 

If you see your period as a curse, I get it 
Just so you understand where I’m coming from, I’m going to tell you my story. I want you to know 
just how much I used to hate my period and why. That way, when you feel like I couldn’t possibly 
understand, or that actually liking your period is impossible, you can think of this story and stick 
with me. 

I want you to understand that I had really bad periods pretty much right out of the gate. I don’t 
actually remember my very first one. I couldn’t even tell you for sure how old I was. And because 
I’m the last of four kids, my mom couldn’t tell you either.  

I do, however, remember the very first time I passed out in the shower right before getting my 
period. I was in the downstairs shower stall, and I remember hitting the floor, then trying to crawl 
out of the shower and up the stairs.  

I also remember passing out in front of my locker in high school, hitting the cold, hard floor, 
and knowing my blood had just come. I remember passing out in English class and waking up in 
the nurse's office. I remember another time I did crawl up the stairs of our house in such pain that 
I couldn’t stand up. I remember overhearing Dad wanting to call an ambulance and Mom reply, 
“She’s got her period. What’s an ambulance going to do?” 

I remember spending the week before every period with cramps, feeling angry, scared, sad, 
depressed and anxious. I remember feeling so foggy it was hard to think, and being exhausted to 
the core, confused as to why this was happening. I called that feeling ‘hollow bones’.  

Later, I remember getting really hot. I’d wake up a few nights before my period was due, 
soaked through with sweat. I was so hot, yet freezing at the same time. I’d be hit by a wave of 
pain, then go so pale that anyone who saw me looked very alarmed. Then I’d pass out, collapsing 
right where I stood.  

That was the moment I would get my period. 

It only got worse from there… 
That was only the beginning of each period. After that, the storm really began. 

For the first 24 hours, I’d stay in the bathroom, unsure of which end to put over the toilet. I 
remember throwing up, along with endless diarrhea and bleeding. After several hours, there’d be 
nothing left to throw up – nothing left in me but my blood. 

And still, there I was, lying on the floor of my bathroom, sobbing and dry heaving in pain. 
That pain. Oh, the pain. 
It was so bad that I couldn’t stay still, even though it hurt to move. I needed to roll over, to lie 

on the cold floor, to climb into a bath. A bath SO hot that I looked like a boiled lobster. Back and 
forth. In the bathtub, to the toilet to puke, to bleed, to poop, back to the tub, to the cold floor, to 
the tub. Endless loops for two, sometimes three days.  

Imagine the worst case of food poisoning you’ve ever had. You don’t dare to stand up from 
the toilet, so you’ve got a garbage can beside you to throw up into. Meanwhile, your eyes and nose 
are just flowing rivers of fluid. You’re empty and exhausted, but still violently reacting. Now 
imagine that goes on for days, while you’re also bleeding, with cramps so bad that even narcotics 
aren’t helping.  

Now you’re getting the picture. 



When I was a teen, doctors thought it was impossible for someone to have endometriosis 
symptoms at my age. They thought it took years to build up. Not that it would have made a 
difference if they HAD diagnosed me with endo. To this day, there’s still nothing doctors can do 
aside from putting sufferers on birth control and pain meds.  

I never had the surgery that would confirm endometriosis, but I know it’s genetic. It’s handed 
down through the matriarchal line, and both my mother and aunt had it. Since there was no getting 
help or answers from my doctors, I simply lay in many a bathtub, fantasizing about scooping my 
own uterus out with a spoon.  

I dreamed of a full hysterectomy as a teen. The doctors gave me birth control, even one kind 
that was later recalled because too many women had died on it. They gave me ever-increasing pain 
medications too, until I was on full-blown narcotics. Yes, you read that right. I was on birth control 
and narcotics in high school. I’m very lucky that I don’t have an addictive personality, or this 
would likely be a different book.  

But nothing helped. None of the drugs even made a dent in my pain.  
I begged and pleaded, sobbing to doctors, gods and goddesses for help. I begged for relief and 

for sweet release. I would have sold my soul to end the pain. Lying on the floor, too weak to even 
raise my head, I silently prayed for death.  

All the while, I was perfectly aware that if I lived through this month, I’d only have to do it 
again next month. I didn’t know if I’d survive it again. I just knew there was no help to be had. 

I wondered how much pain I could feel before my heart just stopped beating. How violently 
ill could I be before I ruptured a blood vessel and bled out, naked, on the floor of my bathroom? 
Or maybe, I’d finally pass out in the bathtub and drown. 

It felt like my period was trying to kill me 
I’ve thought I was going to die several times in my life.  

I was trapped underwater in a raging river once, before being saved by a kayaker. Another 
time, I got caught in a hailstorm on a ridge – alone, watching the trees around me being struck by 
lightning. I was freezing and wet, running past the point of pain, getting pummeled by hailstones 
big enough that I worried about them breaking my glasses. I remember dodging lightning strikes 
as I made my peace with the fact that I might not make it back to safety. 

Let me tell you: I’d rather be back on that trail or in those river rapids any day of the week 
before having another period like I used to. And lest you think I have a low pain tolerance, I’ve 
also danced on pointe with broken toes, missing toenails and shin splints that had turned into stress 
fractures with a smile on my face for the audience.  

I was literally traumatized by my own period. I had PTSD-like symptoms every month before 
I menstruated for years after the intensely violent bleeds stopped. I still have mild symptoms from 
time to time to this day: anxiety that I use my tricks and tools on to keep it from overwhelming 
me.  

Every month, I still have to take deep breaths and remind my body that it’s going to be OK. 
We don’t have to brace for an incoming storm anymore.  



Can we all agree that this ISN’T normal? 
So when I tell you that you can heal your relationship with your period, I believe it. I know it can 
be done. I was in an abusive relationship with my period that almost killed me every single month 
for decades.  

I spent most of my bleeding life thinking, “There’s NO way this can be normal. The 
cavewomen definitely didn’t have these problems.” But nothing Western medicine offered ever 
seemed to help. 

So I started my journey on my own. I knew there had to be another way. This couldn’t be the 
next 40 years of my life. 

I did a lot of research. I read a lot of books. I tried a lot of different diets. I talked to a lot of 
people. I tried a lot of methodologies. I started my journey back in the very early 2000s when there 
wasn’t much out there about periods, so I experimented on myself a lot.  

Over the following decades, I found a few things that helped a little bit. Unfortunately, they 
were all either really expensive, time-consuming, or both. And honestly, none of them made that 
much of a difference.  

Finally, after 20 years, I realized there was no one answer. It took combining everything I’d 
learned to figure out how my cycles flowed, what I needed and how to honor those needs.  

There were two defining moments in my journey. The first was figuring out my diet. I 
discovered what I can and can’t eat, and how to eat in flow. I learned how to support my hormones 
every day through the food I eat.  

That discovery started with a 30-day cleanse that I based on what I’d learned over the years. 
At the end of that month, I had my first pain-free (at least for me) period of my life. I spent my 
bleeding days in bed, resting, with a hot water bottle – but I wasn’t curled up on the floor of my 
bathroom. For me, that was HUGE.  

The second moment was when my diet stopped working. I was eating all the right stuff, but 
also working myself to the bone. I was burnt out to the point of being extra crispy. And that month, 
my period came at me with a vengeance.  

That’s when I realized that it’s not just about food. It’s not just about the physical. There’s a 
mental aspect. There’s a taboo. It comes from the culture we live in. I realized that, to really find 
peace, I’d have to turn away from the glorification of hustle (whatever the experts said). I’d have 
to get rid of my busy badge of honor.  

I’d have to defy the patriarchy. 
Now you know my story in all its painful, disgusting, too-real glory. This is what drives me. 

It’s what inspires me. It’s what will keep my work going long past my death.  
I never want to see women in pain, separated from their power again. This mission inspired 

me to start The Period Coaching School™ for women to learn how to become period-positive 
coaches. It’s ALL about connection and supportive sisterhood.  

It’s all here in the book you’re reading, so stick with me to the end. 

That’s why I wrote this book  
Now, as I get close to perimenopause, I’m pissed off that I missed out on 20 years of periods that 
could have been healthy. I’m also pissed off that no one knew how GOOD, powerful, insightful, 
connection-building, informative (and the list goes on) periods can be.  

I feel robbed. I was robbed. Cheated. And you have been too. Yes, even if your periods were 
perfectly fine, you’ve been robbed of this transformational experience. I want to give you back the 



time you have left… or at least give you the knowledge so you can give another woman those 
years of her life. 

And THAT is why I wrote the book you’re holding in your hands right now. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Welcome home, sister 
You made it. You’re ready for more. Like me, you probably have a hunch that something isn’t 
right. That there’s more to this period thing than we’ve been led to believe.  

And you’re right. 
You may not be in the extreme pain that I was (if you haven’t yet, read the preface). You may 

not even have a problem with your period. You may simply have a gut feeling that there’s more to 
being a woman than pretending your period doesn’t exist, collecting praise for being ‘one of the 
boys’ and pushing through to try to prove yourself over and over again endlessly. 

Regardless, this book will show you how to come back into balance. We’ll talk about food and 
lifestyle. I’ll show you how all of your senses can be part of your hormonal balance. You’ll learn 
about little, easy things that you can switch around.  

I promise you that you don’t have to sacrifice anything or eat buckets of kale. You do, however, 
have to change your opinion of yourself and your cycle. You have to change your mindset on how 
you live with your period.  

Don’t worry, though – this book will help you with that. 

Are you ready for a revolution? 
When we women no longer strive to be small men – when we turn to embrace our bodies, including 
our cycles – we’ll lead a revolution. Quiet revolutions, loud revolutions, small victories to large. 
Our actions, from small to large, will gather until we reach a tipping point. At that point, there’ll 
be more women who live and love WITH their bodies, than those who don’t.  

This tipping point will be a real moment for women around the entire globe. I hope I’m alive 
to see it. 

When we truly understand and embrace what’s happening in our bodies, we’ll understand 
equality. When we stand in our power and stop trying to be anything but ourselves, we’ll gain that 
equality.  

We are far more powerful as our glorious, fully embodied selves. 
Right now though, our lack of understanding leaves a void that’s filled by the patriarchy. It’s 

filled by a culture that sees women as less than men. It declares us weak. Shameful. Sinners. Stupid. 
Unable.  

Less Than. 
Nature abhors a vacuum. We can’t just silence the voices of that culture without replacing them 

with something else. So instead of listening to the patriarchy, let’s fill this void with knowledge. 
You’ll find the start of that knowledge in this book.  

This is a book for ALL women 
I didn’t write this book to disparage men. The patriarchy has robbed them too. Toxic masculinity 
is real. Men commit suicide at an alarming rate because they can’t show weakness, ask for help or 
have emotions.  

Patriarchy is no good for any living being. 



Feminism is about equality for all. It’s about letting women wear pants AND men wear skirts. 
It includes men, women, the gender neutral and everything in between. This book isn’t about men, 
though. While men should read it, I’ve written it for women. All women. That means menstruating 
women, Wise Women, women of color, cis women and trans women.  

And when I say ‘women’ in this book, I mean you.  
However, I want to acknowledge that I’m speaking from the perspective of a cis, white woman 

with a period. Not all women menstruate. Not all menstruators are women. In each and every one 
of us, there’s a masculine, a feminine and a full spectrum between. There are spectrums to 
sexuality, gender, color, shape and size. There are no absolutes when it comes to humans. We’re 
all guided by the energies of the sun and the moon, the yin and the yang.  

Without one, the other doesn’t exist.  
If you’re a woman who doesn’t menstruate, regardless of the reason, you can still benefit from 

reading this book. Many women who don’t have periods have asked me how they can embrace 
this power. How can they live in flow, reaping the benefits you’re about to discover, while they’re 
missing a menstrual cycle? 

The answer is that we can all live in flow. It’s about getting out of our own way. It’s about 
listening to our bodies and understanding the seasons that flow within and around us.  

So here’s a guide to reading this book without a period.  
When I use the term ‘Ovulation’, insert ‘the Full Moon’. When I use ‘Menstruation’, insert ‘the 
New Moon’. Depending on what we’re talking about, you may do this literally, like when you’re 
charting which you’ll learn all about in Chapter 5.  

If you don’t have a cycle, start your charting each month with the New Moon, which is when 
women traditionally started their bleeds. Sometimes it’s actually more about the energies of these 
phases than what’s physically happening in our bodies. Then you may want to substitute Ovulation 
with yang or summer energy, and Menstruation with yin or winter energy.  

I want to encourage you to use your whole spectrum of being. Use your extroverted, ‘go get 
‘em’ energy during the yang times. But also respect and honor your introverted ‘snuggle in and 
rest’ desires in the yin times.  

Learning to love your whole being takes real strength. It means defying the norm. It means 
standing your ground when your whole being is screaming to ‘push through’ or saying you should 
be doing, producing, busybusybusy. 

Let this practice help you respect everyone and their flow. Wise Women aren’t worthless 
because they’re no longer the fertile goddesses on billboards. Men too need to learn to rest and 
feel.  

We all need flow. 
In fact, over the years, I’ve concluded that the menstrual cycle is a map for all of humanity to 

live in flow. I think a menstrual cycle is our training wheels for becoming Wise Women. It’s an 
opportunity to learn how to live in flow. That way, when our ‘training wheels’ come off in 
menopause, we already know and respect the seasons of our bodies. This, in turn, sets our culture 
for men and children to also respect their needs for winter and summer, rest and action.  

By the time we’re Wise Women, we could be living examples of how to live in flow without 
literally flowing any longer. 

Above all though, whether or not you menstruate, take what you need from this book and use 
what resonates. Leave the rest. Things you write off as impossible or crazy now will sound possible 
and exciting to you a year in flow from now. 



We need to embrace every part of ourselves 
As you’ll learn in the next few chapters, we’ve repressed the feminine for so long that we no longer 
have any idea of how to access it. It’s time to change that.  

No matter where you are on any spectrum, you matter and are loved just as you are. I will 
speak of men and woman, of female and male, of feminine and masculine. Remember that being 
fully you means being both masculine and feminine.  

Most people know the yin yang symbol. The circle with the half-white and half-black swirl. 
Those opposite dots in the pools of white and black. Those dots are very important. They clearly 
show that there’s no ‘all yin’ or ‘all yang’. There’s always at least a little opposite in all of us. Yin 
and yang aren’t the absolutes of light and the dark. They’re the dark and light side of a single 
mountain.  

YOU are that mountain. You aren’t the light or the dark. The yin and the yang grow and recede 
upon you.  

There’s always shadow and shade on any mountain. Nobody can be 100% love and light 24/7 
for all eternity. But there’s also always light on a mountain, for the moon and stars shine down. In 
the same way, you aren’t 100% darkness. There’s always a shimmer of hope, no matter how 
distant.  

I prefer the terms ‘yin’ and ‘yang’ to ‘feminine’ and ‘masculine’ in many cases. They aren’t 
loaded with the same baggage, which makes it easier to have these conversations. You may find 
the same terminology helps you.  

Give the words a try and see how it feels. 

Here’s a quick overview of what to expect 
In this book, we’re going to talk about what periods should look and feel like. We’ll talk about 
birth control and fertility. I’m going to show you what a life in flow looks like. You’ll learn the 
power in your period. 

This book contains practical, usable tools to get you started. To help you navigate the journey, 
I’ve divided the book into three sections, or trimesters: 

• Trimester 1 is about understanding: How did we get so separated from our wombs, our cycles 
and our power? We’ll travel back in time to see where we are now, how we got here, and how to 
get out. 

• Trimester 2 is about taking our power back: I’ll explain what’s going in each phase of your 
menstrual cycle and share the Sensual System™ for a hormonally balanced life in flow, which I’ve 
been teaching my clients for years.  

• Trimester 3 is about changing the world: now that you understand the world you live in and 
the power you have to change it, it’s time to start using that power to make a difference. 

This book is a collection of stories, studies and anecdotes that have been passed down to me over 
20 years of searching for answers. Some things I have researched, double blind, official studies 
for. Other things are stories that were smuggled past the watchful eye of the patriarchy. Some are 
personal observations I’ve made over the years.  

All are valuable. 



A note about the research in this book  
Some of the research you’ll read comes from traditionally accepted, double blind studies based on 
scientific method. Some of it is theory being looked into by researchers, or even my own theories 
developed over the years of doing this work.  

And some of the references come from stories collected from women around the world, so they 
have no scientific backing whatsoever. As I wrote this book, I did my best to make it clear where 
there are studies, where I’ve used theory, and where I’ve used a handed-down story.  

If you need cold, hard science, simply enjoy the stories as stories. If you read the stories and 
see yourself in them, or feel a truth in there for you, great. I did too. We don’t have a lot to go on. 
Later in the book, you’ll see how most studies have gathered data from men, not women. So many 
of the studies you’ve been basing your health choices on aren’t actually based on you.  

In other words, there’s not a lot of ‘real science’ for us to go on, but I’ve done my best to get 
as much as I can for you. 

As I did, I made a lot of discoveries. I put a lot of things together in a way that finally made 
sense to me. My goal here is to guide you through that same journey. To show you things you may 
never have seen before – or help you to see things you had thought about before in a new light. I 
want to take you through the tricky part of the journey, and show you the power you have right 
now at your fingertips.  

I want to help you harness the power you have in your menstrual cycle, each and every day. 
There are going to be awkward moments. There’ll be anger, frustration, joy, enlightenment, 

desire and understanding. The good news is that we’ll be there together. You’re not alone. You’re 
not the only one going through this. I’ve been there. I get it.  

Stick with me and I’ll see you safely to the end of this journey. 

Vagina vocabulary 
Daily, I see women use the word ‘vagina’ when they really mean vulva, labia, mons, etc. I love 
that they’re getting bold and using ‘vagina’ instead of ‘coochie’, ‘no-no zone’ or ‘privates’. It’s a 
great leap forward.  

Now however, it’s time to go further. It’s time to start using the right words for the right parts. 
So when I’m speaking about a specific organ or area, such as the uterus or vulva, I’ll use those 
specific words. 

But there are other words that encompass everything, and some of them have real power. Let’s 
take a second to explore those. In this book, I’ll use the words ‘yoni’, ‘pussy’ or ‘cunt’ all as 
inclusive terms. None of them are vulgar – they’re simply descriptive, and yes, charged.  

‘Yoni’ is a soft word. ‘Cunt’ is a powerful word. ‘Pussy’ is a juicy word… But none of them 
are insulting. None are negative.  

They’re all just descriptive of the jewels your body holds.  
If any of these words trigger you, this is the perfect time to discover why. This journey we’re 

about to take may just hold the hold the key you need to free yourself. Language is fluid, malleable, 
and we give it power.  

You decide how to wield that power. 



Let the revolution begin! 
By the end of this book, I want you to see the power in your period. I want you to give yourself 
the permission and space to learn yourself and your needs, and the confidence to listen to and act 
on them.  

When you turn that last page, you’ll know your body in a way you can’t fathom right now. 
You’ll have a confidence that you didn’t know was missing. You’ll see your blood as informative.  

You’ll also understand how to live in harmony with your body through your own cycle and the 
cycles around you. And we need you to live that way. We need you, fully in your body and shame-
free. 

The revolution is waiting for you, sister.  
Are you ready to join us? 
 


